Dear One’s,
This is the Introduction to The Elemental Grace Alliance Web Site for Greater
Clarity of its Purpose and Divine Intentions.
You are being Invited here now, to take the time to carefully read this sharing before you enter
this site, as it has vital information if you are already aware of your Purpose in Be-Coming One
of the New Christed Beings or Human Angels to Walk here upon the Earth. This Site is not a
normal site in terms of Design, Union or Communication (that is, Relationship) with the outer
world around you and You!! You may read much here, but in that ‘relationship’ between you
and the Words, Images, Visuals and Mandalas, your lower mind may not find the Deeper Truths
contained within them. This Site, like the books it contains, has throughout it, the ‘Language of
Light’, which was Consciously and with Divine Intention and Purpose, embedded in every Word,
Image, Visual and Mandala, in every available Space, Allowing it to Hold not only what is being
said and seen, but All that, in the Higher Consciousness of Truth, that cannot be said in the lower
vibration resonance's of human consciousness and understood or even received to act upon.
This is Cosmic Law.
So, do not be surprised that while you are reading or looking at anything herein, that you may
receive subtle bodily impressions and responses. This will be your Inner Self, the God Within You
Communicating With You, The Real You! It will be indicating the possibility of beginning the
Recalibrations of Your Resonances and Light Quotients. You may begin to understand this more,
if you have been guided here through You Tube or other visual or sound recordings! Watch out
then, for anything unusual or different things taking place within, through or around you. This
Mindfulness will become a Support for you, more than you may Self Realise right now!
So, to help you understand this further, you are being made Aware in Advance, that while you
subject yourself to your lower mind or ego personality mind ‘only’, you may miss the Deeper
Truths hidden here. To gain these, ONLY your Inner Higher Mind and Heart shall Reveal the
Higher Truths to you.
Divinely Trust in the Process and have Divine Faith in how, where and why Your Heart shall Lead
You from here, through Your Inner Most Heartfelt Feelings! Thank You for Listening!

Seek not that which is seen, but Rather that which is not seen!
Know Thyself First!
And So, It Is!

Beloved Family of Light,
Before you begin to survey, examine, contemplate and feel into The Elemental Grace
Alliance Council Work, we would like you to know, that what you may find herein which
was initially brought about for the Purpose of Helping those who originally joined this
Living Organism, (not a foundation, organization or business), to find deeper focus and
commitment within themselves to help assist Humanity, The Elementals, Devas and
Angelic Host and much more, through this Divine Plan. Not a human plan, but one that
was Conceived and Inaugurated within the Chambers of Shamballa in the 1940’s by the
Masters and Other God Intelligence's. To do that, the Human Contingency, once They
had found those to Anchor this Plan, had to Receive Grants and Dispensations so as to
Qualify for Extra-Ordinary Releases of Instruction from the Masters. This is Cosmic Law
also, and thereby such Petitions for any GOD Work here upon the Planet MUST comply
with such Laws, else, any Creation remains underpinned by human consciousness and
therefore such manifestations ‘will not’ become Eternal or unaffected by human
interference of whatsoever nature. This is also Cosmic Law, The Law of Perfection, and
there are no exceptions to these Laws.
Most of the Discourses found within this Site were directly given to the EGA with the
Intentions of such Extra-Ordinary Instruction, and having us attaining such Grants, they
were given, so as to Direct and Guide those within the EGA to make the most accurate
choices to Create the Maximum Potentials possible at this time from within this Divine
Plan. Within many of the Discourses the names, ‘Sun of Even Pressure Council’ (an
Internal Circle of Light within the EGA) and the ‘Elemental Grace Alliance’, or personal
names, are spoken of and mentioned a lot, but only for the purpose of identification to
directly place focus upon The Master’s Instructions, Training, Teaching, and to Offer
Greater Perspectives. (Similar to the way that the Ballards were spoken to by the
Masters, both to groups and personalities, in the ‘I AM’ Activity Discourses). So please do
not be dismayed by the continued mention of these names, for while these have been
used to Advance the Elemental Grace Alliance, all Discourses, Trainings and Light
Programs are also being placed here for All Dear Souls or Groups to Use for their own
Evolutionary Path, Growth and Development should they be interested. None of this
herein is exclusive!
The EGA and its Membership are not special, there are millions of Dear Souls and Groups
doing this work around the world now, it is just that the EGA has a very specific Focus to
reach the same destination as everyone else; just may not be doing it in a way others are
doing it? Specialness, would imply the glorification of the ego. Our Only Desire here is
to Glorify God through the Christ Within. For the Greater Glory of God Go I!

St Germain is Our Principle Guiding Influence and it was Our Holy Brother, Who from day
one in 2014 made it clear that He wanted to take a Seat upon this Council and Divine
Plan. And so He has!!! However, you will also find All 7 Spheres of Influence here from
many different Worlds and Dimensions. This has to be so, for these are your Roots, this
is Who You Really Are – The Oneness of God and the All That Is. But more than that, you
will find the Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host here as well, for without them, you in
your physical form or the Earth or this Solar System would not be here! Nothing would
exist in physical form!
The Goal here is to make this information available to all, free of cost. The EGA provides
all its Services, it’s pdf books at no charge, for Educational Purposes, so that no-one who
is Guided By Their ‘I AM’ Presence, one way or another, cannot, will not, be turned away
for any reason, other than by their own ‘free will’ choices or their Own ‘I AM’ Presence,
Who ‘Will’ take them away for whatever reason that may be for further lessons upon
their own path.
The EGA continues to Grow on the Generosity of others Love Gifts, who wish to help keep
the Education of the People of Earth at the forefront of this Evolutionary Process. St
Germain in His Discourse 21 of the ‘I AM’ Presence Activity Discourses, says this about
Love Gifts and charges for Discourses and Instructions:
“I wish every student of this Radiation to fix firmly in his mind that concerning
these Instructions, there may at no time be a charge ever made for Them. The
student is always free to make Love-gifts as his heart directs, but to make a
definite charge — under the Law by which these Instructions are given — would
close the door immediately. Just the reason for this I may not explain to you at
this time. It is not that the labourer is not worthy of his hire, but this Work comes
under an entirely different Activity of the Divine Law, which I will one day explain
to the students.
“Feeling as I do the earnest, most worthy desire of some of the students to come
physically within this Inner Circle, or Radiance, so to speak, I shall endeavour to
explain how it is not possible to be done — beautiful and loving as the desire and
radiation of the beloved students are. This Beloved Sister and Brother have gone
through thirty years of strenuous, conscious preparation for this Work. The
Electronic Circle within which this Radiation must focus would have to be entirely
rearranged and readjusted. It might require some years to again bring it to this
point — lovely and beautiful as the radiation of the others is.
“Each individual has his own distinct radiation and vibratory action. While the
invisible mechanism, shall I call it, for this Work is in one way very powerful, yet
in another way, it is as delicate as a gossamer veil.
“I assure you, Beloved Students, that either My Personal Presence or My
Consciously Directed Ray is always present whenever either this Beloved Sister
or Brother is giving forth these Instructions. Here let Me urge you that at no

time is it wise for any student under this Radiation to give forth verbatim these
Instructions to one who is not yet under this Radiation. Extracts, verbal or
otherwise, may be given forth for the help of others, but We do not wish anyone
to be so unfortunate as to say he is authorized to give this forth when he has not
had permission to do so.
“This channel must always be kept clean, pure and unselfish, and these
Instructions may not be commercialized at any time. The application within the
Instruction which is given from time to time, if used sincerely, with true feeling
and confidence in the Instruction, will cause the student or the teacher using It
to become such an invincible magnet for the Opulence and Riches of God that
there will be no need to commercialize the Instruction for the sake of a livelihood.
For any individual — whether at first, he has the full understanding of its
meaning or not — who will be conscious that: “‘I AM’ the Omnipresent, limitless
Supply of God’s Riches and Opulence in my use”, will sooner or later come into
the full conviction of this Mighty Truth.
“I understand fully how important the financial support of the individual seems
to him, but I say to you beloved students that financial support is always as the
shifting sands until you begin to consciously apply the use of the ‘I AM’ Presence
as your Omnipresent, Limitless Supply of either money, Love, Understanding,
Light, or Illumination. So, try to receive the full conviction of the Radiation of
this which I give to you, that you may use It with a certain, unwavering
consciousness which will give you forever your freedom from all financial strain.”
End Excerpt.
Of course, St Germain is speaking here of the ‘I Am’ Activity Discourses with Guy and Edna
Ballard. However, He is also Giving the very same Instruction to the EGA as We have
been given the Grants and Dispensations to be an Authority of the ‘I AM’ with the
Permissions to Use in the same way. And it is through St Germain and The Christ Jesus
We do our best to adhere to these and many other Conditions of Engagement set out by
St Germain within His Loving Guidance. This Grant, you will find within this site for any
validation you may require, as well as His explanation that He mentions above.
Yes you ‘will’ find personality here, but please do not see this in a negative or glamorous
way, it may be in some ways, but it is never intended to be such, as you will discover if
you dive deep enough and follow the Teachings of what is shared herein. Rather, read,
review and study what is Within and Around the words Within your Heart. Your mind by
itself, will not understand much of what is shared here.
The Masters are Teaching from the Heart, about the Heart, for the time has come that
Mind alone will not allow Us to Transcend beyond the 9th Dimensional Realms of
Mankind’s Ultimate Potential to Follow Jesus the Christ’s Example to rise above the 9th
Dimension and into the Electronic Belt. You have found your way here for a Purpose;
you will find that Purpose if that is your Holy Desire! But only you will discover it, by

following your Own Inner ‘I AM’ Guidance as to what It Knows of the Truth that is here to
help you move closer to The Prime Creator’s Love and Light!
IT WILL TAKE YOU TO KNOW YOURSELF FIRST!
Have a Wonderful and Loving Journey here, and we are here to help anyone who may ask
for assistance. But Now the aim is for you, through your own 'I AM' Presence to deliver
what you need; no other person or group can do that for you! You Are Your Own and
ONLY Teacher! But you are the one who must do the Inner Work to Claim Your Seat upon
the Christ Councils and to Claim Your Own Ascension. There are no short cuts to this
Divine God Process.
There are 3 Discourses you will find just below the ‘Full Transcription Buttons of PDF and
MP3’ after the Introduction, on the webpage that will provide a pretty good Foundation
to Stand upon, as you continue your Journey here. But you are Solely Responsible for
your Own ‘I AM’ Presence Qualifications and Discernment as to what is right for you or
what is not. The words you find here are just that, words on a computer screen, they
only have meaning, when one gives them meaning, and places them into their own life
to validate the Truth or not. Unless something is experienced first-hand, nothing will
ever become True Knowledge or Wisdom! That is the way of the human being Be-Coming
A Christed One!
To Truly Become a Member of the Elemental Grace Alliance it is important that you read
the God Awakening Book, to fully understand the Goals and Potentials of this Divine Plan.
Without this Fundamental Understanding of the Truths contained within this Book, your
Focus would simply remain outside of what St Germain is speaking of, to raise One’s
Consciousness to be able to step through the Next Rings of Consciousness Passeth Not,
and to Be-Come the Divine Alchemist! This Book then, is Our Petition to the Karmic Board
of Directors that Gave Us the Grants to Move Forward in the Manifestation of this Divine
Plan.
We have the Master Djwhal Khul 14 Rules Study Group which gives one the detailed
information about the Human Journey and the various Initiation Processes which is
always a great help to understand. Yet it is not necessary to understand to do this course,
as it is not a course for the lower mind! But it is here if your wish to join in! Find the
details on the Rule 1 Study Group Button above in the menu. Review and make your
choice!
There are the EGA Light Programs which presently according to the Masters are
prerequisites that offer Dear Souls a fast track in raising their Vibrational Resonances and
Light Quotients, so they can then receive their own Investment of Energies from the
Godmother Vesta, which is also a Cosmic Law when Engaging and Creating the Perfection
that God Desires. For more information about these Light Programs, you will find them
on the SOEPC Council Button above. Review and make your choice!

This will Provide a complete Understanding of the 12 Mind Powers that Jesus had to
Master before He could Ascend. Go to the Mind Powers Button above in the menu,
which will take you there.
The St Germain Alchemy Classes are presently not available in any Group format,
however the Discourses for them are available here for your use and contemplation and
should you wish to undertake such a Class, you may do so. St Germain does give
Guidance however, that this is now an individual training, and not a Class Activity. This
may change anytime, but for now we are Honouring His Request. The first two classes
are on the website now and the other 3 will be available soon. The Discourse by St
Germain explains what it means by ‘Know Thyself First’ is also being placed below for
your immediate Discernment to Understand with more Inner Senses to these New
Realities to Be-Come and Christed One. It remains at the present, unedited for public
dissemination but look beyond this and see it more from the CORE messages. By all
means follow the exercises given and see what may transpire, for it will give you a good
indication of where you are presently at, in the Knowing of Thyself First. With Greater
Resources being Magnetized to the EGA will give us the opportunity for the re-formatting
of these Classes that the EGA Members were engaged in with St Germain and His Class
Environment. We can only apologize at this time, that all within the EGA is not as it may
be if we had the resources, both human and financial, available to make them so. But
we are getting there! You will find this Discourse on the Alchemy Class 2 Button above
in the menu.
There is not much we can offer more than this for the moment, unless you have some
specific questions. But by all means when you know what you wish to do, in ANY part of
the EGA Divine Plan, even if to offer your Service as a Volunteer in the areas we need
immediate help to continue Its Expansion and Growth (which you will see on the EGA
Recourses Button below) then please write to us! We welcome all inquiries and help
available to make this Divine Plan a Mighty Success!
One last thing before we close this Introduction, and We must tell you this now, so as not
to have anyone misunderstand the Work in Be-Coming The Christed One that you have
Come here to Be! This is not an easy process; it takes time and MUCH Deep Inner Work.
It is impossible to achieve in a single step and is made up of millions of tiny incremental
steps. The ego personality will fight you all the way! It is also not possible then, while
remaining within the ego personality or lower conscious mind. This part of you shall
require Gentle, Kind and Loving Support from the Higher Self. Your ego is not to be
deleted or removed; this is not the way! It has to be Fully Integrated and Allowed to
Merge in a way that maintains Truth and Understanding not the application or force,
judgement or criticism. This is why it is Imperative that you must, each one, Build Your
Own Communication skills to be able to Communicate with your own ‘I AM’ Presence.
That is where the EGA can help with its New Formulas and Templates of Approach!

The EGA has been Informed, that all such potentials are here NOW upon the planet!
Human Consciousness is ready for these next steps! For those Ready, it will more than
likely happen within the next 2 years, around November 2022 has been indicated.
However, it could happen today, tomorrow, in a month, in 10 years or lifetimes away, but
IT IS here NOW, available to All Who CAN Correctly and In Their Rightful Application to
God Life, Step into this God Life in the Likeness and Similitude of God the Father’s Light
and God the Mother’s Love.
You will be tested every step of the way, and as you pass such tests you will be given
greater responsibilities and then tested again until you Prove you Are Ready to take the
final Step. A Step that you will not decide upon. That Final Step will be Decided by God,
and you Know when you Hear the Voice of God as Jesus did Within You.
“Men and Women should understand that although their surrender to God be
complete, following surrender they must wait for the fiat of bestowal that is
pronounced by the God Presence as a restatement of the blessing given by God
at the birth of his offspring: "Thou art my beloved Son: this day have I begotten
thee. " This takes place when one has relinquished the control of his four lower
bodies to his Christ Self, thus enabling his True Self, the Christ, to obey the fiat
"Take dominion over the earth!", the earth being one's own footstool kingdom,
the four lower bodies.
“Remember that even Jesus the Christ came to the moment of his anointing.
The Holy Spirit descended and the voice of God renewed the ancient covenant
‘This is my beloved Son, in whom I AM well pleased’. This is the timeless fiat
of creation uttered from the foundation of the world, reconsecrating the soul
who has pledged to renew in service his vow taken at inner levels to do the will
of God.
“Therefore, when man's right to function as a Son of God is restored, the
moment of creativity is born because he has once again recognized the power
of God's love to forgive his sins (to set aside his karma until such time as he has
gained enough self-mastery to stand, face, and conquer his human creation).
Now the bond of life within itself weds him to the highest purposes of alchemy
and that, mind you, without ever robbing him of his true identity.”
End Excerpt. (St Germain On Alchemy Book Chapter 8 Book 2 - What Alchemy
Can Mean To A Decaying World).
Dear Souls, The Human Race is at a Very Unique place right now! It may seem quite
chaotic around Us, but what is important is that those Who wish to make the Transitions
above mentioned, must not become physically, mentally or emotionally attached to such
things, no matter how dire they may seem. This then is a time for You, the New Christed
Ones, to Become Observers and move away from the acceptances of being the victims
caught up in the outer world. This is a time for You to Use what You Observe to Know
Thyself First and to place these new awareness’s into your life as experience. It is

therefore your responsibility right now to ONLY Observe that which is held within your
own world environments. Place your foci there. Correct your own world first, after
which, you will Magnetize and Magnify that which is further afield as you Grow in
Resonance and Light Quotient.
We are told that it shall be around 15 Generations or 300 years before the mass of
humanity will Ascend within the Christ Consciousness together, yet the time is NOW that
We face a massive fork in the road. Those who shall follow the old consciousness and an
expanded world in technology and the continued industry and manufacturing; and those
who will return back to Nature and Who Will Use Their Higher Consciousness to Provide
All that They need to Live Their Life In Christ. The New Pyramidal Light Temple Radiation
Centres will be the beginning of such communities that will live in such Christ Conscious
totally independent and unaffected by the opposing consciousness. It will take time, but
the Transitions have begun!
The time is NOW to make the choices in you, for your families, friends and colleagues in
home, work and outer group environments. Do this NOW, in the way you wish to Travel
Home from here. What say you?
A Master Seeks Only That Which He Or She Chooses In The Life They Wish To Live
and To Create Only Those Things They Wish To See As A Citizen of The New
‘I AM’ One World Nation!
Thank you for your time and energy in Listening and Sharing in this experience with Us.
We Are One in Love, In the Creation of Heaven on Earth. This is the ONLY Reality, all else
are the illusions of human creation.
God Bless You,
Seek Now, not that which is seen, Rather that which is Unseen!
May You Pass Every Test.
Know Thyself First.
In Love and Light We Share.
And So It Is.
PS
Having reviewed what you feel you need for now, after Reading or Listening to this EGA
Introduction or what your ‘I AM’ Presence may lead you toward, then please contact Us
if we can be of further Service. We hope this information has been helpful.
In Love and Joy – EGA
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